International health is still dominated by equilibrium thinking. Public health disciplines such as economics (1) and epidemiology (2) have traditionally promoted equilibrium thinking and purposely ignored the adaptive capacities (or resilience) of systems (3). The dominant approach has been to systematically implement standard health interventions in different countries as suggested by the World Health Organization (WHO) strategy “Health for All” (4). The planning of this type of intervention was based on the assumption that all variables (e.g. context and actors) stayed unchanged during the whole implementation period (i.e. usually three of four years). Equilibrium thinking is based on the assumption that every element in the world has a state of stability towards which they tend to return, whatever the changes in their environment.

Assuming contextual stability is quite questionable considering the rapid contextual changes modifying our social networks on a more globalised world where the pace of change in human ecology has significantly accelerated during the past half century and even created new health challenges (e.g. HIV/AIDS, pollution-related disasters, Avian Influenza or ebola) (5,6). Past and current health strategies were considered as not adequate to highly dynamic socio-ecological systems and contexts (7). The need for alternative thinking taking into account the dynamics of systems was needed, as explained by El-Jardali et al. (8).

Although the WHO on health systems (9) presented the advantage of creating a comprehensive view of health systems, this definition did not really reflect the interactions between actors and the dynamic adaptations happening within a system. The current WHO definition of health system was also perceived by some as being a constraining framework restricting health policy-makers to a normative understanding of health systems preventing them from searching innovative and alternative solutions to current complex global health needs and problems (10–12). As a consequence, health system strengthening interventions resulted in the implementation in developing countries of standard blueprint policies often duplicated from Western countries’ health systems and not adjusted to local and contemporary contexts (10). In 1980, Hofstede made the same analysis when describing approaches applied in organisational management: “The silent assumption of universal validity of culturally restricted findings is frequent” (13).

System thinking and complexity science have represented a critical response to equilibrium thinking beyond public health. Already in 1930, Elton questioned the equilibrium view in ecology arguing that the equilibrium state of nature was an illusion (14). However, new thinking on complexity and system thinking has really gained importance only during the last decade as a potential response to global climate change. In the fields of biology and ecology, complexity science has become convergent thinking facilitated by the enhanced capacities of computers to analyse large data sets (15,16) and illustrate complex phenomena with graphs (17,18). Chaos theory helped understand complex phenomena (19). In social sciences, game theory based on complexity thinking helped analyse individuals’ behaviours, cooperation relationships and dynamics between groups.
System thinking and complexity have created a new perspective to apprehend relationships between society, technology and the environment. The world is now described as a sum of dynamic systems interacting between each other and influencing different levels of society (23). Dynamic systems of different sizes interact across scales (24–27) and affect systems’ properties in function of the shocks experienced (28). The challenge for policy-makers, service providers, donors and programme managers is to understand how to translate the concept of systems thinking into practical evaluation and research methods. Developing systems thinking methodologies has been a real need and still requires further development and clarification on which methodologies should be used. However, several initiatives took place such as the development of the Eye Health System Assessment guidelines tested in two different countries (Ghana and Sierra Leone) (29) and used by the WHO in Laos and Cambodia. Another model of good practice is the creation of communities of practice initiated by the International Development Research Centre in Canada resulting in generating evidence on innovative studies looking at the links between health and ecosystems (30). Analysing the properties of health systems may provide a response to need for better clarification requested by policy-makers and programme implementers (8).

Analysing resilience and adaptability of health systems consists of understanding the processes of survival and transformation of systems (31,32). In the field of health sciences, resilience is defined as “the capacity of individuals, families, communities, systems and institutions to anticipate, withstand and/or judiciously engage with catastrophic events and/or experiences” (33). Resilience is a measure of the amount of change a system can experience and still maintain the same controls on structure and function (31,32,34). Adaptability is the capacity of the actors in a system to manage resilience (i.e. capacity to respond to stresses and shocks) (35). Because human actions dominate socio-ecological systems, the adaptability of such systems is mainly a function of the actions and decisions taken by individuals, networks and groups managing these systems (23,36). Health service managers are confronted with the difficulty of being able to anticipate shocks and stresses that are often unpredictable and the challenge of responding to disruptive events (shocks and stresses) in a minimum response time (37,38). There exist two different types of approaches to cope with uncertainty from a governance point of view. One consists in elaborating normative strategies with statistical models constructed to provide tools of certainty for “rational decision-making” (39). Ecologists have long been concerned with how ecosystems responded to shocks and stresses, and through the 1980s constructed mathematical models (40,41). A second approach tends to be more descriptive and focuses on the study of rational or irrational decisions and behaviour and the adaptive capacity of individuals and organisations. Although past research on decision-making processes were only restricted to developed countries, analysing their findings will help identify the main characteristics of decisions, the main factors influencing managers’ decisions and the level of rationality of management decisions. Decisions are of different nature in function of their level of impact on the outputs or outcomes of health services (42).

What makes complex systems complicated is that the sum of actions of the elements (in the case of human systems, elements are individuals) do not sum up in a simple way. Rather human beings interact within their social networks and generate behaviours that are not always easy to predict or analyse (43). As a result, it is expected that mixed methods will be the most appropriate to capture the complexity of health systems (44,45).
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